Abstract -In this letter, the design of a microstrip three-band antenna working in GPS, GSM and Wi-Fi frequency bands is described. By considering a planar geometry printed on a dielectric substrate, the tuning of the antenna behavior in three non-harmonic frequency bands is obtained perturbing the patch perimeter according to a Koch-like fractal shape. The synthesis procedure is automatically performed by means of an iterative PSO-based optimization strategy where a fractal boundary generator is integrated with a MoM-based electromagnetic simulator. The feasibility of the approach as well as the reliability of the synthesized antenna is assessed through simulations as well as experimental results.
Introduction
The design of multi-band antennas has attracted the attention of several researchers due to the growing demand of radiating devices able to provide multiple reception and transmission functionalities in a limited volume. Such a task has proven to be trivial at all, since project guidelines usually require uncorrelated resonance frequencies instead of the harmonic behavior of classical antenna structures [1]- [3] . Concerning conventional techniques, the insertion of reactive loads in the radiating structure has been considered to 2 obtain a non-harmonic radiating behavior. Such a solution has been employed in dealing with wire antennas and, recently, it has been also proposed using fractal geometries. As a matter of fact, fractals have been extensively studied because of their interesting electro-dynamical properties [4] [5] [6] that allow both miniaturization and multi-band behavior. Although standard pre-fractal shapes present harmonic relationships among resonance frequencies [7] , suitable deformations of their building geometrical elements cause an increase of the degrees of freedom in the antenna frequency response. Accordingly, some interesting results have been obtained by assuming as reference geometry that of a standard monopole-like fractal (e.g., the Koch curve). Notwithstanding, the overall dimensions in the direction orthogonal to the reference ground plane usually prevent their use in applications where conformal shapes are required (e.g., automotive or aeronautical frameworks).
For these applications, the adoption of conformal patches is an optimal choice, but a cavity-like resonance frequency behavior occur [10] [11] . In order to fit both geometrical and electrical constraints, the exploitation of fractals in designing patch antennas has been studied [5] .
In such a framework, this letter describes the synthesis of a patch antenna, which operates in three non-harmonic frequency bands, carried out by perturbing the boundaries of a reference rectangular patch according to a fractal-based erosion process. Numerical and experimental results are shown for assessing the effectiveness and reliability of the synthesized prototype.
Antenna Design
Starting from a rectangular patch, the perimeter of the antenna has been modified by determining the lengths of fractal segments in order to tune three resonant modes of the reference structure for satisfying the project constraints. A sketch of the antenna geometry, where the optimization parameters to be tuned are indicated, is shown in Fig. 1 
Because of the dimensionality (i.e., the number and range of values of the unknowns) of the problem at hand, the array of the unknowns 
being the value of the VSWR and the value of the gain function computed in correspondence with the solution χ , respectively.
Moreover, f ∆ is the sampling frequency step in the resonance bands, and θ ∆ and ϕ ∆ are the angular steps when computing the gain function.
Concerning the iterative minimization of (2), a PSO strategy [12] has been used since it proved to be very effective and versatile in several antenna 
Numerical Results and Experimental Validation
The process synthesis has been carried out by considering the following (Fig. 4) , the electric behavior of the trial solution evolves from an unsatisfactory compliance with the project constraints until an accurate fitting.
In order to complete the assessment with an experimental analysis, a prototype of the fractal-shaped patch antenna ( 
Conclusions
In this letter, the design of a three-band fractal-shaped patch antenna has been described. Starting from a set of design constraints, the perimeter of the rectangular reference structure has been iteratively modified by optimizing the descriptors of the fractal boundaries and the position of the input port through a PSO-based procedure. The synthesized structure has been analyzed both numerically and experimentally by considering an antenna prototype. 
